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Are you looking for a “unique” gift? Well, Samba Days might be the answer!! Samba Days is all
about giving a unique “Gift Experience”. Infact there are over 70 different experiences to choose
from. There’s Body and Soul experiences, Golf experiences, Adventure Experiences and more.

Naturally I selected the  Gourmet Getaway Experience. I simply activated my gift card, picked the
location for my Gourmet Get away and booked the date when I wanted to go.

Here’s what the cards look like

Pretty cool, if you ask me.

We chose to go to the Westover Inn which is located in St. Mary’s, Ontario.(about 2 hours away
from Toronto). We could have selected from over 14 different properties throughout Ontario but
this one caught our attention.

We weren’t disappointed with our Samba Day Gourmet Getaway experience at all! We were
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« « My New BFF: The Paderno Vegetable Spiralizer

impressed with the property, the accommodations and the food!!

My dinner consisted of a beautiful 4 course dinner – Spinach Salad, Walnuts, Blue Cheese and
Pancetta with a Roasted Pear Vinaigrette, an amuse bouche, Grilled Beef Striploin with Dark Ale and
Madagascar Peppercorns with Roasted Fingerlings Potatoes and a warm apple tart for dessert! Could
not complain.

My breakfast was equally as delicious. It was difficult to chose from the menu as there were so many
delicious sounding options!

Seriously…if you are looking for a unique gift….please consider Samba Days!

For more information:

Samba Days: 1 888 95 SAMBA

Disclosure: I was approached by Samba Days to experience one of their gift cards. However all
opinions in this blog post are my own.
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